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The Density Profiles

The lensing (GNFW) profile with the cusp slope α:

ρ(r) = r
α
(1 + r)

−3−α
, −1 ≤ α ≤ −2.



In a Nutshell...
What we have done:

• Theory for lensing by cusped axial GNFW-profile.

• Estimate for the minimum cusp producing observed
flux ratios (depends only on magnification ratio!).

• Catalogue of known double image lenses.

• Distribution of the threshold cusp slope values.

⇒ The universal cusp slope shows up in the distribution.

⇒ No explicit lens modelling.



Gravitational Lensing
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Critical Curves at the Source Plane
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The Key Assumptions

• The lensing potential follows the parametrized axially
symmetric GNFW-profile.

• Macrolens dominates lensing.

• Double image lenses - no images nearby critical cur-
ves with excessive magnifications.

• The dark matter dominates lensing.

• Lenses are randomly aligned.



The Lens Formalism

The axially symmetric lens equation can be written as

l =

8<: qk(1− |k|α+1) |k| ≤ kB

k − α+1
α+3

k2B
k (1− q) |k| > kB

.

• Source coordinate l and image coordinate k are nor-
malized with the Einstein radius.

• The surface density κ(k) goes to zero at k = kB.

• Constant q: redshifts, cosmology, lens properties.



The CSL-limit
The magnification ratio M = µ1/µ2 of the images is

M =
µ1

µ2
= θ

|θα+2 + 1− (1 + θ)(α+ 2)|
|θα+2 + 1− θα+1(1 + θ)(α+ 2)|

,

where θ = k1/k2.

When M0 is an observed magnification ratio of the ima-
ges, solving α and θ from(

dM
dθ = 0

M = M0

gives a CSL limit α = αCSL for the lens system.

⇒ The minimum cusp required to produce magnification
ratio M0 with any lensing geometry.



The CSL Analysis
• Sources are uniformly distributed at source plane.

• Resulting distribution of the CSL values depends on
the general properties of the lensing profiles.



The Data
Double image lenses (CASTLES, JVAS-CLASS):

• Point source producing two clearly separate images.

• No Einstein rings or quad/triple lens systems.

• Strongly sheared systems are excluded.

• No lenses with clear deviations from axial symmetry.

• Additional lensed components (jets etc.) are allowed
as long as lensed point source is present.

⇒ Sample of 39 lens systems.



Results 1.

The main population (H1) with α = −1.95± 0.01.

The second population (H2) with α = −1.45± 0.05 (?)



The Mock Data
• The CSL-limit depends only on the cusp slope and

magnification ratio.

• Effects corrupting observed flux ratios are studied
with mock data.

• Sample randomly the distribution functions for reds-
hifts, lens masses and source luminosities.

• The mock-catalogues account for:

– Source variability/time delay.
– Lens substructure.
– Lens ellipticities.



Results 2.

• Halo populations: α ∼ −1.95 (H1) and α ∼ −1.45
(H2), with abundance ratio NH2/NH1 ≈ 1/5.

• NFW halos (α = −1) are clearly ruled out.

• Monte Carlo testing: The second peak is originating
from a separate population of halos (H2) with > 99%
probability.

• Monte Carlo testing rules out elliptic/sheared haloes,
time delay and substructure as an explanation.

• Population H2 is more sensitive to perturbations in
lens potential.



Discussion
• The best alternative explanation is that H2 halos are

unresolved triple image lenses.

– Too concentrated in the CSL diagram.
– Fused image pair should possess autocorrelation

in brightness variability.
– Conflicts with H1 population.

• Double image lensing - far from critical curves:

– Close to axially symmetric.
– Not strongly affected by substrucure/microlensing.
– Short time-delay, weak effect on image flux ratio.

Restriction to the double image lenses is essential!



Conclusions

• Advantages:

– No direct dependency on QLF (sources).
– No direct dependency on lens object distribution.
– No direct dependency on cosmology.
– Only photometric data required.
– No dark matter bias.

• Disadvantages:

– Limited to double image lenses (rare).
– Limited to quasar lenses ( ∼ point source).
– Only cusped halos can do strong lensing: the ana-

lysis is limited to α ∈ [−1,−2].


